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Comments:  I am a CDA native of 40 years. My family &amp; I utilize our wilderness weekly with hiking &amp;

dirtbiking &amp; we previously rode ATVs. We also have a jeep we take into our area.  We are curtious  &amp;

respectful to all who share Canfield. 

1. Lets not re-invent the wheel here. There is No Reason to take out any single track trails. If you are wanting to

open up area the <50"  there are plenty of old roads that could utilized &amp; re-opened to <50". 

2. Lets not forget who pays fees that make the money, Its not the hikers! So Why are they getting handed our

trails paid for by recreation vehicles?

3. If erosion &amp; water drainage are claimed to be an ecological problem,  imagine what its going to be like

when you allow 4wheeled vehicles into the area. They dont stay on their designated roads now &amp; you think

they will stay off the single track? 

4.  Canfield single track system is unique &amp; irreplaceable terrain. Trying to replace it with areas such as

Hells Canyon isnt comparable! Once you take canfield away from single track, we the people who dirtbike will

never have anything like it.  However, there are lots of hiking trails &amp; lots of roads for under <50"

5. We attended the meetings &amp; we made our comments, however I feel your minds were already made

&amp; we the people can do nothing to change it. Its not fair to dirtbikers! We are the only ones you are taking

away from with this plan. Please dont take any of our single tracks! Dirtbikers do not want to ride with ATV trails,

its dangerous traffic &amp; unsafe.

Please &amp; Thank you for your hard work!


